The “Gray Bar Hotel & Casino”

The Nevada State Prison Casino
Nevada’s Unlicensed Gambling Establishment
by Howard W. Herz
NRS 463.151 Regulations requiring exclusion or ejection of certain persons from licensed establishments: …
(e) To ensure that gaming is conducted honestly, competitively and free of criminal and corruptive elements, all gaming
establishments in this state must remain open to the general public and the access of the general public to gaming
activities must not be restricted in any manner except as provided by the Legislature.
NRS 463.151 Regulations requiring exclusion or ejection of certain persons from licensed establishments: …
3. In making that determination, the Board and the Commission may consider any: (a) Prior conviction of a crime which
is a felony in this state or under the laws of the United States, a crime involving moral turpitude or a violation of the
gaming laws of any state;
Imagine a casino with
the best security in
the state, a pit
boss’s dream of a
consistent clientele,
and virtually no need
for a big advertising
budget to attract players. No fussy
cocktail waitresses, and cheaters can
be delt with on the spot. Even regular
business hours and all of the best
casino games including a sports book
and pari-mutual betting. All in one
well defined space. Oh - and by the
way, all of the players get full comp
meals and rooms.

At first gambling was conducted
in the original windowless solid rock
room carved from the natural sandstone surrounding the prison location
in Carson City. Termed the “Bull
Pen” casino because of its proximity
to the prison central yard, the casino
became a unique feature of the
Nevada Prison.
At some point in the 1930’s the
casino was moved to a larger sandstone block building that included
barred windows, allowing light in the
day and more room for its games.

With the start of the casino at the
Nevada State Prison around 1932,
gambling in Nevada took on a different look and certainly a unique
experiment in prisoner rehabilitation.
In a state that had legal poker (since
an Attorney General’s decision in 1919)
and virtually wide open gambling in
Reno and many other towns, gambling
in the Nevada State Prison seemed to
by a normal activity. With the introduction of legalized gambling in 1931, the
prison’s casino gained a venire of legitimacy despite that fact that it did not
have a gambling license (at least one
has never been found).
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Inmates “bought into” the games
when they could present evidence
that they possessed enough money to
bankroll a game and had the permission of an elected committee of
inmates. A six month fee to run a
poker game was about $25 and $75
for craps and blackjack. Each game
boss was required to make a percentage contribution to the Inmate
Welfare Fund.
One of the more interesting
aspects of the Nevada State Prison
was that the inmates had their own

coins and currency that could be
interchanged for U.S. currency within
the prison. With their own monetary
system, betting was easy and managing the games was simple. The
inmates ran the games, managed the
casino and of course ran the security.
The brass coinage of the prison
served as the gaming checks and
tokens of the casino. During the second World War when brass was
scarce, a form of currency was printed on canvas, but counterfeiting soon
limited its usefulness. To the best of
our knowledge, generic chips were

probably used on the games along
with the prison token and can be seen
in use on the craps game.
In January of 1962, Nevada’s
famous brothel owner Joe Conforte
began a three-to-five year sentence in
the prison. One of the first prison
institution to feel his influence. Joe
bankrolled the games to a new level,
once penny ante, the games were
expanded and even a few quests
were invited in from the outside.
Under Conforte’s direction the casino
expanded to include betting on all
professional and collegiate sporting

events, pari-mutual race horse betting,
craps, blackjack, high and low-ball
poker, panguingui and tonk. One
member of the warden’s staff
commented that on one day the craps
game was crowded with denim clad
inmates jostling for position around
the table with suit and necktie clad
members of the Carson City Kiwanis
Club. One of the prisons’ wardens
vouched for the honesty of the games.
He called it the most honest casino in
the State of Nevada. “If someone was
caught cheating, they’d stick a shiv in
their ribs.”
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As for the issue of a gaming
license, the casino was operated under
the authority of a branch of the state
government - the department of
prisons. All of the gamblers had their
finger prints on file and the security
was excellent. “I think the casino
operated with a ‘wink and a nod’
from the authorities.
The casino was not exactly
unknown outside of the prison. Noted
Nevada State Journal columnist Frank
Johnson did an “expose” in January
of 1960. Most likely after he visited
the casino. Warden Art Bernard
certainly considered the casino to be
in the spirit of Nevada institutions
and was not about to close it. When
Jack Fogliani took over as the warden
in 1959, he left the operation in place.
In early 1967, shortly after Nevada’s
new governor Paul Laxalt was sworn
in, the prison had a riot. Faced with
an overcrowded prison population
and a number of other issues, Laxalt
appointed Carl Hocker to be the
prison warden. Hocker was a veteran
of San Quinten and brought with him
a number of professional changes to
the entire prison. The fate of the casino at the prison became an issue.
A number of Nevada assemblymen
introduced a bill to prohibit gambling
at the prison, but the measure was
defeated in the senate. In the end, it
was the wish of warden Carl Hocker
that prevailed. The State of Nevada
Prison board had the authority and
closed the casino in April of 1967.
The sandstone building that housed
the “Bull Pen” casino was torn down
shortly after the casino closed.

Joe Conforte at the craps table

The prison newspaper announced
that braiding, painting and beadwork
would be substituted for the casino
activity.

After the closing the casino, the
prison’s brass money was turned in
and credited to each prisoner’s
account. Script was issued to substitute for the brass and sets of the coins
were sold by the prison with the
proceeds going to the Inmate Welfare
fund.
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